What do cuttlefish, skates, and bony fish have in common? Duh-they all swim! True, but it turns out they also share something that's not nearly so obvious. Despite the tremendous variation in body type and swimming stroke amongst these aquatic animals, their fins all have a mechanical property that maximizes speed, according to new research by Malcolm MacIver, Neelesh Patankar, and colleagues in this issue of PLOS Biology.
swimmers like trout, propulsive efficiency is maximized at the Strouhal number, which accounts for swimming speed, lateral fin excursion, and the frequency of tail beating.
Tail-end swimmers dominate in jawed fishes, accounting for 97% of the 33,000 catalogued species. A likely reason for their preponderance is that although the OSW optimizes speed in median/paired fin swimming, tail-end swimming is much faster. This raises the question of why the slower OSW swimming has arisen repeatedly in species whose ancestors were tailend swimmers.
The answer may be that median/paired fin swimming takes less energy, which offers its own advantages. In addition, some ecological conditions may favor OSW swimming. The researchers speculate that this may be so for South American knifefish, which live in murky water and are nocturnal. They navigate this dark environment via electric fields generated in the trunks of their bodies, and these fields would be distorted if swimming entailed moving their trunks instead of keeping them OSW-style rigid.
This elegant work reveals that a physical problem-how to get from here to there-can be optimized by a wondrous diversity of biological solutions. Moreover, these findings strengthen the case that mechanical optimization can drive evolution, contributing to the longstanding debate over the evolutionary roles of randomness versus physical constraints that limit the solutions that are feasible in living creatures. As the researchers point out, quantifying physical properties that underlie biological phenomena could help us recognize when an optimal mechanical solution is likely to drive convergent evolution.
